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Abstract: The landslide early warning system (LEWS) relies on various models for data processing,
prediction, forecasting, and warning level discrimination. The potential different programming
implementations and dependencies of these models complicate the deployment and integration
of LEWS. Moreover, the coupling between LEWS and models makes it hard to modify or replace
models rapidly and dynamically according to changes in business requirements (such as updating
the early warning business process, adjusting the model parameters, etc.). This paper proposes a
framework for dynamic management and integration of models in LEWS by using WebAPIs and
Docker to standardize model interfaces and facilitate model deployment, using Kubernetes and Istio
to enable microservice architecture, dynamic scaling, and high availability of models, and using a
model repository management system to manage and orchestrate model-related information and
application processes. The results of applying this framework to a real LEWS demonstrate that
our approach can support efficient deployment, management, and integration of models within
the system. Furthermore, it provides a rapid and feasible implementation method for upgrading,
expanding, and maintaining LEWS in response to changes in business requirements.

Keywords: landslide; early warning; LEWS; model repository

1. Introduction

Landslide disaster investigation, evaluation, monitoring, and early warning aim to
minimize the losses caused by disasters through effective prevention and control measures.
In the widely used landslide risk management system, the monitoring and early warning
are important technologies that complement engineering treatments and are integral parts
of the system [1]. Establishing a landslide early warning system (LEWS) is a cost-effective
approach compared to engineering treatment [2]. Over years of research, various LEWSs,
and related technologies have been implemented in numerous countries and regions [3–10].
Landslide early warning can be classified into regional early warning and individual
early warning [1]. Regional early warning relies on conducting a large-scale geological
survey, acquiring and interpreting remote sensing data, and comprehensive analysis and
evaluation of multiple data [11,12]. However, limited by the cycle, resolution, and accuracy
of data acquisition, the results of regional early warning are not relevant, reliable, effective,
and timely enough, and only a rough warning can be given. Individual early warning
uses monitoring equipment located at the individual landslide mass and its surrounding
area to monitor various landslide-inducing conditions (such as rainfall) and deformation
characteristics (such as surface displacement, and crack size) [3]. The obtained monitoring
data are then transmitted to the remote server where various models in LEWS quickly
process and analyze them, and calculate the warning level, thus triggering an early warning.
In comparison, the individual early warning has better performance in terms of relevance,
reliability, validity, and velocity [13].
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The LEWS is an intricate system encompassing numerous scientific aspects in its
design, implementation, management, and validation [14]. According to the United Nations
International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UNISDR 2009) [8], a LEWS should consist
of four procedures: monitoring, analysis and modeling, early warning, and emergency
response. Among them, the prediction and modeling of landslide hazard occurrence and
early warning are vital elements of LEWS [9]. Therefore, various models of these are the
core of LEWS. The advancement of landslide prediction and forecasting technology, along
with the application of computer technology, has allowed geological disaster researchers to
develop numerous models. These models address monitoring data processing, landslide
prediction, forecasting, and early warning (e.g., GM (1, 1) model [15], Saito’s three-stage
deformation model [16], artificial intelligence models [17]) and can be integrated into LEWS
applications. It has significantly improved the application level and intelligence of LEWS.

Developing standardized early warning models is challenging, and deploying them
is complex due to the diversity of programming languages (e.g., Python [12,18], Mat-
lab [19], Java [13]), implementation methods (e.g., scripts, DLLs, functions, interfaces),
and dependency environments. In previous studies, the prediction analysis and modeling
components of LEWS existed as system modules, comprising multiple models, multiple
computing stages, and the connection of all these models and stages. Moreover, due to
the complexity of landslide prediction and forecasting problems, a single model is usually
insufficient for reliable prediction and forecasting. Many relevant models are typically
combined through generic early warning mechanisms to increase the accuracy of forecast-
ing and prediction [20]. The different model implementations resulted in complex model
invocation methods and strong coupling between models and system. Currently, there is
limited research on a common mechanism for combining and connecting models to form
new models, which would include modifying or replacing individual models and adjusting
the connections within the combined models. This means modifying the source code of the
system, which can lead to high costs and reduced system reliability.

The organization and integration of models in LEWS have received little attention
in previous studies. A framework providing easy integration of new models would be
beneficial for updating models in LEWS. Moreover, such a framework would enable free
model selection, combination, and connection, allow user-defined construction of new
models, and replace existing models rapidly and dynamically. Thus, it would have great
significance for the development of LEWS. Therefore, this study focuses on model manage-
ment and integration issues in LEWS, excluding research on data preprocessing, forecasting,
and early warning methods. This study applies cloud-native technologies such as Docker,
microservices, and Kubernetes to the research field of LEWS, proposes a dynamic man-
agement and integration framework for models in LEWS, and conducts research on its
management and integration mechanisms. This framework covers the standardized devel-
opment, deployment procedures, storage management of model information, and custom
application orchestration mechanisms of models in LEWS, and supports the integration
of model applications into LEWS under a unified standard protocol. Its feasibility and
effectiveness are demonstrated by simulating an actual running application scenario in
LEWS. Compared to traditional technical methods, this framework exhibits superior per-
formance in terms of improving the service capability, availability, and scalability of the
models in LEWS.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the related theories and
key technologies of the research, and elaborates on the methodology of the dynamic
management and integration framework for models in LEWS in detail. Section 3 provides
experimental details. Section 4 presents experimental results and discusses them, as well as
related studies and the direction of further exploration. Section 5 summarizes this work
and outlines the potential research directions in the future.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Related Theories and Key Technologies
2.1.1. Models in LEWS

The following types of models are included in LEWS.

• Raw data pre-processing models: the raw monitoring data may have extreme outliers,
data loss, and other anomalies because of the potential uncertainties in the moni-
toring and wireless transmission back to the monitoring data server [21]. Hence,
pre-processing the raw data is essential to ensure the accuracy of subsequent calcu-
lations. Common data pre-processing methods include identifying anomalous data,
supplementing missing values with interpolation, smoothing and fitting data, among
other stages [22].

• Susceptibility assessment models: landslide susceptibility is based on the geological
background environment, with reference to the impact brought by human engineer-
ing activities, and then predicts the probability of landslides occurring in a certain
area [23,24]. The development of landslide susceptibility assessment model methods
has evolved from qualitative analysis [25], to quantitative analysis using mathematical
statistical models, machine learning methods [26–28], and deep learning models [29].

• Displacement prediction models: by employing certain mathematical methods, pre-
dicting the displacement of landslides in a future period using historical monitoring
curves is a necessary prerequisite for achieving time forecasting and early warning
level determination [30]. The main displacement prediction models include gray
model [31], machine learning model [20], etc.

• Time forecasting models: commonly used time forecasting models include
GM (1, 1) [15], Saito model [16], etc. The time forecasting model forecasts the spe-
cific time when the landslide will finally be unstabilized after it enters the accelerated
deformation stage, according to the displacement prediction results. The result is an
important basis for subsequent emergency response [13]. Due to the diversity and
uncertainty of landslide triggers, the determination of landslide damage time is a very
complicated problem.

• Warning level solver models: early warning level solver models are a class of models
that classify the risk of the monitored landslide into different levels based on a series
of parameters derived from displacement prediction models and time forecasting
models. The common criteria for early warning level solver include improved tangent
angle [32], velocity and deformation phase [33], rainfall [9,34], and combination
parameters of several different indicators [10].

• Warning release models: the ultimate goal of early warning is to prevent casualties and
minimize property damage. The early warning release model disseminates warning
information to relevant audiences, which may include professional monitors or people
within the affected area of the disaster [6], through easily received channels according
to the warning level. Early warning release methods include short messaging service
(SMS), portal notifications, emails, etc. [32].

2.1.2. Key Technologies

(1) WebAPIs
WebAPIs serve as interfaces that facilitate communication between distinct systems

over HTTP/HTTPS protocols, without exposing the source code or implementation details
of the service providers [35]. These abstract concepts can be implemented and utilized
across a range of platforms and programming languages, including Java, NET, Python,
and more. WebAPIs provide a flexible and versatile way to create client-oriented services
for diverse applications. The design quality of WebAPIs influences their adoption and
usability among developers.

(2) Docker
Docker is a container engine that enables developers to create and deploy applications

as lightweight and portable images that contain all the necessary dependencies [36]. These
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images can be run as containers on any machine that supports Docker. Containers are
isolated from each other by a sandbox mechanism and have minimal overhead in terms
of creation and destruction. Unlike virtual machines, which emulate hardware and re-
quire a full operating system, containers share the same kernel but only include specific
applications and libraries [37].

Docker provides an official image repository called Docker Hub, where users can store
and retrieve images [38]. Alternatively, users can also set up their private image repositories
using tools such as Registry or Harbor. This can improve the network performance and
security of image management.

(3) Microservices
Microservices are a distributed application solution that decomposes a single appli-

cation into multiple small services that collaborate to deliver value to users. Each service
operates in its process and communicates with others using lightweight mechanisms. Each
service focuses on a specific business domain and can be deployed and scaled indepen-
dently and dynamically [39]. The first generation of microservices frameworks, such as
Spring Cloud and Dubbo, rely on embedded proxies for service registration and discovery.
This introduces coupling between microservices and proxies and makes service gover-
nance invasive to business code. Moreover, these frameworks have limited support for
microservices written in different programming languages [40].

(4) Kubernetes and Istio
Kubernetes (also known as K8s) is a system that automates and manages containerized

applications [41]. It is widely used for deploying microservices [42], but it does not
provide all the functionalities required by microservices. A service mesh can complement
Kubernetes by adding a communication agent to each service instance and handling all
the network interactions of the service [43], such as service discovery and routing. Istio
is a service mesh implementation for Kubernetes that uses a sidecar container approach.
A sidecar container is a container that runs alongside the model service container in the
same pod (Figure 1), sharing its IP, lifecycle, resources, network, and storage. This allows
Istio to implement microservice features in containers without affecting the service code
or language.
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Container
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Container
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Container
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Container
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Figure 1. Istio service mesh architecture diagram.

2.2. Dynamic Management and Integration Framework for Models in LEWS

We propose a dynamic management and integration framework that deploys standard-
ized and containerized LEWS models as WebAPIs on Kubernetes and Istio for microservices.
LEWS can invoke models and user-defined early warning business processes through the
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interface provided by the model repository management system. Figure 2 shows the
technology roadmap.
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Figure 2. Technology roadmap.

2.2.1. Standardized Deployment of Models in LEWS

LEWS models (e.g., for monitoring data pre-processing, displacement prediction, time
forecasting, warning level solving, and warning release) are often integrated as scripts,
functions, libraries, or Web services with different languages and platforms. Many models
have more diverse languages and runtimes than the technology stack of LEWS. For example,
LEWS is built using Java Web technology, while some models (e.g., for data pre-processing)
are implemented in Python and accessed through Python scripts. This leads to deep
coupling and low flexibility. We propose an approach that uses Kubernetes and Istio as
the runtime platform for various models, develops them as WebAPIs, and deploys them
in containers.

Specifically, models are developed as WebAPIs using programming languages devel-
opers are familiar with (e.g., Python, Java), and using JavaScript object notation (JSON)
data format for data interaction. WebAPI models have different technologies and deploy-
ment methods, which cause low efficiency and complex dependencies. We use Docker to
package WebAPI models as images and deploy them in containers, build a private image
repository for hosting model images, deploy a Kubernetes cluster with Istio, and use their
microservice capabilities for model deployment, container orchestration, service discovery,
and more.

2.2.2. Unified Management of Models in LEWS

Each model requires a unified management strategy to enable easy discovery, man-
agement, and integration of various models. For example, users can search by model
name to get the interface and parameter information of a Verhulst prediction model. Each
standardized encapsulated model corresponds to a Docker image, and each model has
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different definitions of input and output parameters. After standardized deployment, a
model may run with multiple container instances on different Kubernetes cluster nodes.
We abstract the above model organization rules into an E-R (entity-relationship) data model
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The conceptual model for managing LEWS models.

Each entity has the following meaning:

• Node: a node in the Kubernetes cluster with attributes such as hostname, IP address,
and resource information.

• Image: a model service image with attributes such as name and tag.
• Parameter: a parameter includes the type (input/output), data type (text, number,

boolean, list, or dictionary), and default values.
• Model: a deployed model instance with attributes such as name, description, model

type, associated image, and node.

Each relationship has the following meaning:

• Depend: a model depends on an image.
• Deploy: a model can be deployed on multiple nodes with external service ports. Each

node can host multiple models.
• Has: an image has input and output parameters of different types.

The design of the database is based on the above data model. The Kubernetes API
from the control plane in Kubernetes and the Registry API from the mirror repository
provide the ability to manipulate Kubernetes objects (Pod, Namespace, Node, etc.) and
image repository objects, respectively. These APIs and the model repository database
enable the unified management of model information.

2.2.3. Early Warning Business Application Process Orchestration

LEWS involves multiple subtasks, sequential constraints, and data transfer. For
example, in the loess landslide warning system in Heifangtai terrace (Figure 4), data are
processed, standard parameters are calculated for the multi-criteria warning model, and
warning information is sent to different receivers based on thresholds and criteria [32].
Inspired based on the workflow of [44], we abstract the model-based application process
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as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The data structure of the model application process is
defined as shown in Figure 5. In DAG, nodes contain model information such as model
ID, and edges contain IDs of connected nodes and data binding between models. The
user-defined process description is stored in JSON format.

Data processing

Moving average method

Least-squares method

Multiple alert 
criteria model

Warning release

SMS

WeChat

Telephone

Alert parameters 
and thresholds

Figure 4. Flowchart of real-time early warning system for loess landslide on the Heifangtai ter-
race [32].
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}
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},......
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Figure 5. Data structure definition of early warning business process based on models connection.

2.2.4. Invocation Mechanism for Individual Models and Application Process

In the framework proposed in this paper, the instances of each deployed model (e.g.,
preprocessing, displacement prediction, time forecasting, etc.) are dynamically assigned
resources and access addresses and need service discovery for service lookup. Under
the microservices framework integrated with Kubernetes and Istio, Istio could follow the
service discovery function of Kubernetes [45] and could view the real-time information of
services and pods in Istio, including IP addresses, ports, and other access information and
running status.

To call a specific model, it is essential to first obtain the model instance’s URL. The URL
consists of the deployed node’s IP address, the external service port, and the dependency
image’s interface route. To acquire the IP address and port, use service discovery by pro-
viding the model ID and name. Meanwhile, the interface path and parameter information
can be gathered through a related query.
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We designed an interface that can be used to launch the early warning application
processes. Firstly, by entering the user-defined model application process identifier, the
corresponding application process topology relationship is queried from the database.
Then, the task order relationship of each model is parsed, and the invocation of individual
models is performed sequentially to realize the data interaction between the two models
until the final result is returned.

2.2.5. Integration of Model or Application Process into LEWS

Individual models or user-defined application processes could be integrated into
LEWS with a few steps. The model repository management system stores model informa-
tion, so the model ID sufficed to get the model instance address and parameter definition.
Access is based on the interface, identifier, and input data for application processes. Both
individual models and application processes used the HTTP protocol for easy and quick
integration into LEWS.

2.2.6. Development of Model Repository Management System

In this section, we developed a model repository management system based on the
proposed methodology, with its structure illustrated in Figure 6. The system primarily
consists of the following components: user interface, application services, basic components,
and infrastructure platform.

Model Repository Management System for LEWS

Infrastructure Platform

Docker Image 
Repository

Worker Node

Master NodeMaster Node

Worker NodeWorker Node

Master Node

Image ServerStorage Server

Basic Components

Relational 
Database

Cache 
Service

Message 
Queue

Application Services

Model Lookup Service Process Invocation Service Process Orchestration 
Service

Image Management 
Service Model Dictionary Service Model Registration Service

Cluster Management 
ServiceModel Monitoring Service Logging Service

User Interface
Visual Process Application Orchestration Component

model model model

model

model

model

Model Management Component Cluster Management Component

Figure 6. Diagram of the system structure.
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The user interface supports model management, process orchestration, and cluster
management. It could support modifying the number of instances of a model running
through the UI, as well as process orchestration in the form of visualization, and combining
models by dragging and dropping connections to achieve the creation of complex processes
and the binding of parameters.

Application services comprise nine crucial services: model lookup service, process
invocation service, process orchestration service, image management service, model dictio-
nary service, model registration service, model monitoring service, cluster management
service, and logging service. Among them, the logging service stores information such as
the running status of each model, the result of each run, and the computation time spent,
and provides a query interface.

Basic components include RabbitMQ message queue, Redis caching service, Post-
greSQL database, private Docker image repository, etc.

The infrastructure platform includes a highly available Kubernetes cluster, a storage
server, and an image server.

3. Experiments
3.1. Experiments Environment

In the experiments, eight CentOS 7.9 machines were utilized. Six of these machines
(nodes 1–6) composed a highly available Kubernetes 1.25.5 cluster, featuring three manager
nodes and three worker nodes. We deployed Istio 1.16.1 as the model runtime environment
within our model repository management system. All machines were equipped with
Docker 20.10.22 and OpenSSH 7.4.

3.2. Case Study

An operating early warning system in Huaihua City, Hunan Province will be pre-
sented as a case study. The system features functionalities such as a GIS map, monitoring
data processing and analysis, warning mechanisms, and warning information release (as
depicted in Figure 7). It integrates various models, including data pre-processing, pre-
diction, and forecasting algorithms, threshold-based warning level solver models, and
SMS/email release models. This system exemplifies a typical LEWS that necessitates the
collaboration of multiple models. The early warning process based on surface displacement
monitoring data consists of the following steps:

(1) Data pre-processing of surface displacement data (time-displacement curves) using
the Kalman filtering model.

(2) Prediction of surface displacement data for the next 24 h, 48 h, and 72 h, as well as
deformation rate, deformation acceleration, deformation rate increment, improved
tangent angle, deformation phase, etc., using the long short-term memory (LSTM)
model trained based on historical monitoring data.

(3) Utilizing an improved backpropagation (BP) network to forecast the expected desta-
bilization damage times, based on the displacement prediction results.

(4) Warning level determination using a solver model based on time forecasting results.
Generation of warning content and retrieval of warning recipient information based
on the warning level correlation query.

(5) Sending early warning information to the recipient by SMS.
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Figure 7. Home page of Huaihua LEWS.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Results
4.1.1. Deployment and Management of Models

In the Huaihua LEWS, the Kalman filter preprocessing model, LSTM displacement
prediction model, and BP neural network time forecasting model were developed using
Python. Meanwhile, the threshold-based warning level solver model and SMS publishing
model were implemented in Java. The models developed in Python were encapsulated
using Flask, a lightweight web application framework in Python. Similarly, the models
implemented in Java were encapsulated using Spring Boot, a Java web framework, and
packaged into a jar package via Maven, a software project management and comprehension
tool. These standardized models were built into Docker images and uploaded to the image
repository. Orchestration files were written to deploy the models in the Kubernetes cluster,
and finally, the model information was added to the model repository management system,
and the model and parameter metadata were enhanced.

4.1.2. Construction of User-Defined Early Warning Business Application Process

Following the original business logic of Huaihua LEWS, a test warning application
process was established in the model repository management system. Next, the appropriate
models were selected from the model list and dragged onto the canvas. Model connections
and parameter correspondences were then set, completing the model application creation
(as shown in Figure 8).
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Display the list of 
available models

Display information 
about the selected model

Select the edge to display the output parameter definition of the 
previous model and the input parameter definition of the next 
model, and then set the model parameter binding relationship

Drag and drop models from the model list 
to the canvas for process orchestration

Figure 8. Process orchestration page.

4.1.3. Task Execution Test

Within the application process management user interface, the identifier of the previ-
ously established application process was retrieved, and the application process calling
interface was seamlessly integrated into the Huaihua LEWS. Surface displacement monitor-
ing data from two separate landslides, locations, and time frames were employed for early
warning task execution experiments, respectively. The execution outcomes for each model
involved in the application process indicated that each task in the customized application
process operated accurately, including accomplishing data pre-processing (Figure 9), dis-
playing the results of the warning calculation (Figure 10), and conducting the final warning
information release (Figure 11).

(b)

(a)

Figure 9. Pre-processing and prediction task results. (a) Pre-processing and prediction results of
monitoring data of NiutangAo landslide. (b) Pre-processing and prediction results of monitoring
data of Jiangdong Village landslide.
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(b)(a)

Legend
landslide 
area

Legend
landslide 
area

Figure 10. Map visualization of warning results at different landslide monitoring points. (a) Niutan-
gAo landslide. (b) Jiangdong Village landslide.

Figure 11. Release NiuTangAo landslide warning information through SMS.

4.1.4. Scalability Test

Taking the BP neural network model in the above execution task test experiment as an
example, the number of its instances was set from 1 to 3 through the model management
user interface. By observing the cluster management service user interface (Figure 12
bottom), we could find that the number of pods of the BP neural network model has
changed from 1 to 3, and the two newly scaled instances were successfully scaled and
deployed to node 4 and node 5.
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(a) (b)

Before scaling the 
model instance

After scaling the 
model instance

Figure 12. Scaling of a model instance.

4.1.5. High Availability Test

During the above execution test, nodes 1 and 4 were directly shut down to simulate a
failure scenario in the cluster. The application process operation changes could be observed
through the cluster management user interface and the model monitoring service user
interface. As shown in Figure 13, the status of nodes 1 and 4 was changed from Ready to
NotReady, but the early warning computation process was still able to run successfully.
After restarting the nodes that were down, the service could be restored in seconds.

Simulate that some 
servers are faulty

Figure 13. Illustration of nodes status changes on the nodes list page while executing the test.
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4.2. Discussion

This study presents a framework that unifies model information management and
integrates user-defined model application processes (Figure 8) into existing LEWS. The
framework operates the warning calculation process in a manner consistent with the
original LEWS, sequentially invoking models and accomplishing corresponding tasks
(Figures 9–11). Figure 10 shows how the same customized process applies to two cases
with different warning outcomes. Our framework determines whether to issue a warning
based on different levels in the results. For example, the NiuTangAo landslide reaches
the attention level and triggers SMS notifications to monitors, while the Jiangdong Village
landslide remains at the normal monitoring level and requires no warning release. These
results match the expectations of the case study (Figure 11).

This study aims to standardize the deployment, management, and integration of
various models in LEWS rather than propose a new software architecture to refactor LEWS
completely [39]. The proposed framework minimizes the impact on non-core system
functions such as data management and visualization, and is providing a non-invasive
approach to enhancing the capabilities of the system. We deploy various models in LEWS
by microservice implementation and containerization. This approach standardizes the
model development and deployment process, which facilitates subsequent integration and
application of the models. Although it adds a small amount of workload compared to the
original integration approach, the benefits outweigh the additional effort.

This work establishes a model repository management system that consolidates the
storage and management of model information, image information, and cluster infor-
mation while offering manipulation capabilities. The system supports the formation of
application processes by combining and connecting models (Figure 8). The users can
replace corresponding models on the graphical interface according to changing business
requirements for landslide early warning systems, such as switching from a BP neural
network model to another time forecasting model. The proposed framework provides
individual models or user-defined model application processes to LEWS as interfaces,
which abstract away the details of each model invocation and implementation. Changing
the warning models in the process only requires modifying the process definition, not the
system source code. The framework invokes models in a uniform approach in LEWS, which
facilitates system integration and adapts to dynamic changes in early warning business
and integrated models.

The experimental results show that the method ensures the normal serviceability
of the model. The model is deployed in a distributed and scalable form on a highly
available cluster (Figure 12), which improves the service availability and maintains the
model’s service capability even under partial node failure (Figure 13). This enhances
the stability of the early warning service. Our framework also presents the potential for
achieving high parallelizability of model tasks and supporting high-performance parallel
computation when multiple warning processes are executed simultaneously. This capability
distinguishes it from the original general mode, enabling more efficient and concurrent
task processing.

The proposed framework divides the early warning process in LEWS into separate
models, which are independently developed and deployed as manageable services, effec-
tively decoupling them from the core early warning system. It differs from the monolithic
or modular development approach in terms of dynamic management of models, dynamic
orchestration of the warning process, and integration with the system. However, it also has
a drawback. The smaller the granularity of the independently deployed and dynamically
managed models in the early warning process, correspondingly, the higher the cost of
model operation, maintenance, and inter-model communication, yet this is a common
drawback of cloud-native applications. Nevertheless, if many models exist in LEWS, if
different warning processes need to be defined based on different types of monitoring
data, or if models or warning processes need to be updated frequently. Then it is signifi-
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cantly beneficial to follow the model encapsulation, deployment, and integration strategy
proposed in this paper.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we present a framework for dynamic management and standardized in-
tegration of models in the landslide early warning system (LEWS) to address the challenges
of updating, replacing, deploying, and integrating various models in LEWS. The frame-
work uses containerization technology for model release and deployment, Kubernetes and
Istio for model microservices governance, a model repository for model base information
management, and a visual drag-and-drop editor for model application process orches-
tration. Models and user-defined processes are encapsulated as standardized WebAPIs
for system integration. We apply the framework to two monitoring points (NiuTangAo
and Jiangdong Village) of the Huaihua LEWS, build a warning calculation process based
on surface displacement data, and perform system integration. The results demonstrate
that this framework optimizes model deployment, unifies the management integration
approach, improves scalability, availability, and scalability of models, and has the prospect
of increasing computational parallelism, which is constructive to promote the upgrade and
development of LEWS.

A natural progression of this work is to develop continuous integration and continuous
deployment (CI/CD) workflows to automate the operation and maintenance during model
development, deployment, and integration in LEWS. We will also explore Kubernetes
scheduling of model computation tasks for real-time landslide warning to achieve efficient
parallelism of massive warning tasks.
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